Success with system.

The best oscillating multi-tools. Since 1967 and in the future.

FEIN MultiTalent
The best entry into the professional class.

FEIN MultiMaster
The standard of oscillating multi-tool excellence.

FEIN SuperCut
The highest performance system for special applications.

250 W / 12 V
STARCUT PLUS
Suitable for Starlock and StarlockPlus accessories.

350 W / 18 V
STARCUT PLUS
Suitable for Starlock and StarlockPlus accessories.

450 W / 18 V
STARCUT MAX
Suitable for Starlock, StarlockPlus and StarlockMax accessories.

ANTIVIBRATION

FEIN original accessories.

Made by FEIN. For us, this is not only a mark of quality, but a promise: FEIN develops and manufactures nearly 100% of its original accessories at its headquarters in Germany using state-of-the-art production facilities and the finest materials. FEIN original accessories stand for outstanding quality, reliable functionality with maximum service life and unequalled precision.

Unlimited versatility and maximum performance.

Further information at: www.fein.com/original

FEIN original accessories.

A brilliant idea, continually improved.

For over 150 years, FEIN’s success has been characterized by one clear principle: We understand our customers’ daily challenges and respond by developing application solutions that make work faster, easier and safer. Striving to make enduring power tools – Made in Germany – remains our focus. And when these products are trusted millions of times throughout the world over the decades and this trust is justified in every situation - Originals emerge.

1967 Brand new invention. The first FEIN oscillating multi-tool – the plaster cast saw.

1986 The first detail sander takes the market by storm: The FEIN SANDER.

1995 FEIN MultiMaster: The name says it all, thanks to its comprehensive range of accessories.

2007 Convenient, tool-free accessory changes thanks to the patented FEIN QuickIN fast change system.

2014 Unique: The FEIN anti-vibration system. For maximum performance and minimum vibration.

2016 All FEIN oscillating multi-tools feature Starlock, the new mounting standard for oscillating multi-tools.

Unbeatable.

Only from FEIN: The anti-vibration system.

UP TO 70% less vibration*

UP TO 50% lower running noise*

UP TO 35% faster cutting speed*

Lift the locking lever, eject the accessory ...

... position the new accessory and click into place ...

... close the locking lever – done!

Completely decoupled housing | Minimal physical stress | Flawless work results | Optimal functionality

Starlock: the new mounting standard for oscillating multi-tools.

3D PROFILE FOR

100% power transmission

TOOL CHANGE IN UNDER

3 seconds

Find your perfect matching accessory for your oscillating multi-tool.

FEIN, Made in Germany

Unbeatable.

+ FEIN original accessories.

FEIN PLUS GUARANTEE

INCL. LI-ION BATTERIES

anti-vibration

* for cordless Multitalent AFMT 12 SL / AFMT 12 QSL

350 W / 18 V

Suitable for Starlock and StarlockPlus accessories.

250 W / 12 V

Anti-vibration

Suitable for Starlock and StarlockPlus accessories.

450 W / 18 V

Suitable for Starlock, StarlockPlus and StarlockMax accessories.

FEIN original accessories.

Always the perfect solution.

A brilliant idea, continually improved.

For over 150 years, FEIN’s success has been characterized by one clear principle: We understand our customers’ daily challenges and respond by developing application solutions that make work faster, easier and safer. Striving to make enduring power tools – Made in Germany – remains our focus. And when these products are trusted millions of times throughout the world over the decades and this trust is justified in every situation - Originals emerge.

1967 Brand new invention. The first FEIN oscillating multi-tool – the plaster cast saw.

1986 The first detail sander takes the market by storm: The FEIN SANDER.

1995 FEIN MultiMaster: The name says it all, thanks to its comprehensive range of accessories.

2007 Convenient, tool-free accessory changes thanks to the patented FEIN QuickIN fast change system.

2014 Unique: The FEIN anti-vibration system. For maximum performance and minimum vibration.

2016 All FEIN oscillating multi-tools feature Starlock, the new mounting standard for oscillating multi-tools.

Unbeatable.

Only from FEIN: The anti-vibration system.

UP TO 70% less vibration*

UP TO 50% lower running noise*

UP TO 35% faster cutting speed*

Lift the locking lever, eject the accessory ...

... position the new accessory and click into place ...

... close the locking lever – done!

Completely decoupled housing | Minimal physical stress | Flawless work results | Optimal functionality

Starlock: the new mounting standard for oscillating multi-tools.

3D PROFILE FOR

100% power transmission

TOOL CHANGE IN UNDER

3 seconds

Find your perfect matching accessory for your oscillating multi-tool.

FEIN, Made in Germany

Unbeatable.

+ FEIN original accessories.